Abstract. A quadratic stochastic operator (in short QSO) is usually used to present the time evolution of differing species in biology. Some quadratic stochastic operators have been studied by Lotka and Volterra. In the present paper, we first give a simple characterization of Volterra QSO in terms of absolutely continuity of discrete measures. Moreover, we provide its generalization in continuous setting. Further, we introduce a notion of orthogonal preserving QSO, and describe such kind of operators defined on two dimensional simplex. It turns out that orthogonal preserving QSOs are permutations of Volterra QSO. The associativity of genetic algebras generated by orthogonal preserving QSO is studied too.
INTRODUCTION
The history of quadratic stochastic operators (QSO) can be traced back to Bernstein's work [1] where such kind of operators appeared from the problems of population genetics (see also [9] ). Such kind of operators describe time evolution of variety species in biology are represented by so-called Lotka-Volterra(LV) systems [8, 26, 27] .
A quadratic stochastic operator is usually used to present the time evolution of species in biology, which arises as follows. Consider a population consisting of m species (or traits) 1; 2; ; m. We denote a set of all species (traits) by I D f1; 2; ; mg. be a probability distribution of species at an initial state and P ij;k be a probability that individuals in the i t h and j t h species (traits) interbreed to produce an individual from k t h species (trait). Then a probability distribution x .1/ D x , and so on. Therefore, the evolution states of the population system described by the following discrete dynamical system 
Á
In other words, a QSO describes a distribution of the next generation if the distribution of the current generation was given. The fascinating applications of QSO to population genetics were given in [9] . Furthermore, the quadratic stochastic operator was considered an important source of analysis for the study of dynamical properties and modelings in various fields such as biology [6, 7, 10, 11, 18] , physics [20, 23] , economics and mathematics [3, 9, [23] [24] [25] .
In [5] , it was given along self-contained exposition of the recent achievements and open problems in the theory of the QSO. The main problem in the nonlinear operator theory is to study the behavior of nonlinear operators. This problem was not fully finished even in the class of QSO (the QSO is the simplest nonlinear operator). The difficulty of the problem depends on the given cubic matrix .P ij k / m i;j;kD1
. An asymptotic behavior of the QSO even on the small dimensional simplex is complicated [12, 17, 25, 29] .
In the present paper, we first give a simple characterization of Volterra QSO (see [3] ) in terms of absolutely continuity of discrete measures (see Section 3). Further, in Section 4 we introduce a notion of orthogonal preserving QSO, and describe such kind of operators defined on two dimensional simplex. It turns out that orthogonal preserving QSOs are permutations of Volterra QSO. In Section 5, we study associativity of genetic algebras generated by orthogonal preserving QSO.
PRELIMINARIES
An evolutionary operator of a free population is a (quadratic) mapping of the simplex
into itself of the form
where P ij;k are coefficient of heredity and
Such a mapping is called quadratic stochastic operator (QSO). Note that every element x 2 S m 1 is a probability distribution on I D f1; : : : ; mg. The population evolves starting from an arbitrary initial state x 2 S m 1 (probability distribution on E) to the state x 0 D V .x/ in the next generation, then to the state x 00 D V 2 .x/ D V .V .x//, and so on.
For a given x .0/ 2 S m 1 , the trajectory fx .n/ g; n D 0; 1; 2; : : : of x .0/ under the action of QSO (2.2) is defined by
.n/ /; n D 0; 1; 2; : : :
Note that it is obvious that the biological behavior of condition (2.4) is that the offspring repeats one of its parents' genotype (see [3, 5] ). 
Definition 2. Let I D f1; 2; : : : ; mg and S upp.x/ D fi 2 I j x i ¤ 0g. Then x is singular or orthogonal to y (x?y) if S upp.x/ \ S upp.y/ D ¿.
Note that if x?y ) x y D 0, whenever x; y 2 S m 1 . Here x y stands for the usual scalar product in R m .
ON VOLTERRA QSO
In this section we are going to give a characterization of Volterra quadratic operator in terms of the above given order. Note that dynamics of Volterra QSO was investigated in [3] . Certain other properties of such kind of operators has been studied in [13] . Some generalizations of Volterra QSO were studied in [14, 21, 22] .
Recall that the vertices of the simplex S m 1 are described by the elements e k D .ı 1k ; ı 2k ; : : : ; ı mk /, where ı i k is the Kronecker's delta. (i) V is a Volterra QSO; (ii) one has V .x/ x for all x 2 S m 1 .
Proof. (i)) (ii). It is known ( [3] ) that any Volterra QSO can be represented as follows:
where
From the equality we immediately get V .x/ x for all x 2 S m 1 .
(ii)) (i). Let x D e k , .k 2 f1; : : : ; mg/. Then due to V .x/ x from (2.2) one finds
Now assume that x D e i C .1 /e j , where 2 .0; 1/. Let k … fi; j g, then from (2.2) one finds that
Taking into account (3.2) and the relation V .x/ x with (3.3) one gets P ij;k D 0. This completes the proof.
The proved theorem characterizes Volterra QSO in terms of absolute continuity of distributions. Therefore, this theorem will allow to define such kind of operators in abstract settings. Let us demonstrate it.
Assume that .E; F / be a measurable space and S.E; F / be the set of all probability measures on .E; F /.
Recall that a mapping V W S.E; F / ! S.E; F / is called a quadratic stochastic operator (QSO) if, for an arbitrary measure 2 S.E; F / the measure 0 D V . / is defined as follows
where P .x; y; A/ satisfies the following conditions:
(i) P .x; y; / 2 S.E; F / for any fixed x; y 2 E; (ii) For any fixed A 2 F the function P .x; y; A/ is measurable of two variables x and y on .E E; F˝F /; (iii) the function P .x; y; A/ is symmetric, i.e. P .x; y; A/ D P .y; x; A/ for any x; y 2 E and A 2 F .
Note that when E is finite, i.e. E D f1; : : : ; mg, then a QSO on S.E; F / D S m 1 is defined as in (2.2) with P ij;k D P .i; j; k/.
We recall that a measure 2 S.E; F / is absolutely continuous w.r.t. a measure 2 S.E; F / if .A/ D 0 implies .A/ D 0, and they are denoted by . Put
A:
Then the support of the measure m is defined by supp. / D E n null. /. Two measures ; 2 S.E; F / are called singular if supp. / \ supp. / D ¿, and they are denoted by ? .
Theorem 2. Let V be given by (3.4). Then V is Volterra QSO if and only if P .x; y; A/ D 0 for all x; y … A.
Proof. First we assume that V is Volterra QSO. Take any x; y 2 E and consider the measure D 
This completes the proof.
ORTHOGONAL PRESERVING(OP) QSO IN 2D SIMPLEX
We recall that two vectors x and y belonging to S m 1 are called singular or orthogonal if x y D 0.
A mapping V W S m 1 ! S m 1 is called orthogonal preserving (O.P.) if one has V .x/ ? V .y/ whenever x ? y.
In this section, we are going to describe orthogonal preserving QSO defined in 2D simplex.
Let us assume that V W S 2 ! S 2 be an orthogonal preserving QSO. This means that V .1; 0; 0/ ? V .0; 1; 0/ ? V .0; 0; 1/
Now from the definition of QSO (see (2.2)), we immediately get .P 11;1 ; P 11;2 ; P 11;3 / ? .P 22;1 ; P 22;2 ; P 22;3 / ? .P 33;1 ; P 33;2 ; P 33;3 / Since in the simplex S 2 there are 3 orthogonal vectors which are .1; 0; 0/; .0; 1; 0/; .0; 0; 1/:
We conclude the vectors .P 11;1 ; P 11;2 ; P 11;3 /; .P 22;1 ; P 22;2 ; P 22;3 /; .P 33;1 ; P 33;2 ; P 33;3 / could be permutation of the given orthogonal vectors. Therefore we have 6 possibilities and we consider each of these possibilities one by one. Let us first assume that Hence, we conclude that P 13;2 D 0, which implies
Taking into account the obtained equations, we denote 
Similarly, considering all other possibilities we obtain the following operators: . Assume that x ? y. Then we have the following possibilities:
x ? y " .y/. This completes the proof.
Remark 1. We note that the operators given in (4.2) are permutations of Volterra QSO. In [4] it was proved that permutations of Volterra operators are automorphisms of the simplex. To investigate dynamics of the obtained operators (see (4.2)), it is natural to employ the conjugacy of operators.
Recall that two QSO V .1/ and V .2/ are said to be conjugate if there exists a permutation T W .x; y;´/ ! . .x/; .y/; .´// such that T 1 V .1/ T D V .2/ and we denote this by V .1/ V .2/ . In our setting, we need to consider only permutations of .x; y;´/ given by:
Note that all other permutations can be derived by the given two ones. . Then one has
T . . This completes the proof. is a Volterra QSO, and its dynamics investigated in [3] . From the results of [25, 29] one can conclude that even dynamics of Volterra QSO is very complicated. We note that if˛;ˇ; 2 f0; 1g then dynamics of operators taken from the classes K 1 and K 2 were investigated in [15] [16] [17] . In [4, 30] certain general properties of dynamics of permuted Volterra QSO were studied. Therefore, we propose the following Problem 1. Investigate limiting behavior of the operators taken from the classes K 1 and K 2 (for any values of˛;ˇ; 2 .0; 1/).
In general setting, we can also define orthogonal preserving condition. Namely, we call a QSO given by (3.4) orthogonal preserving if V . / ? V . / whenever ? , where ; 2 S.E; F /. Taking into account Remark 1 we can formulate the following QSO given by (3.4) . Then V is orthogonal preserving if and only if there is a measurable automorphism˛W E ! E (i.e.˛ 1 .F / F ) and a Volterra QSO V 0 such that V D V 0 . ı˛ 1 /.
ASSOCIATIVITY OF ORTHOGONALITY PRESERVING QSO
In this section we state basic definitions and properties of genetics algebras. Let V be a QSO and suppose that x; y 2 R m are arbitrary vectors, we introduce a multiplication rule on R m by
This multiplication can be written as follows:
where x D .x 1 ; : : : ; x m /; y D .y 1 ; : : : ; y m / 2 R m . The pair .R m ; ı/ is called genetic algebra. We note the this algebra is commutative, i.e. x ı y D y ı x. Certain algebraic properties of such kind of algebras were investigated in [9, 28] . In general, the genetic algebra no need to be associative. Therefore, we introduce the following hold for all x; y; z 2 R m .
In this section we are going to find associative orthogonal preserving QSO. According to the previous section, we have only three classes of OP QSO. Now we are interested whether these operators will be associative. Note that associativity of some classes of QSO has been investigated in [2, 19] . Proof. To show the associativity we will check the equality (5.3), which can be rewritten as follows:
where we have used the following equalities
the equality (5.4) can be written as follows: Solving these equations we get the desired equalities, which completes the proof. is not associative. Therefore, we suppose that˛D 1 andˇD 0. Then from (4.1) one finds .x ı y/ 1 D x 3 y 3 C .x 1 y 3 C x 3 y 1 /;
.x ı y/ 2 D x 2 y 2 C x 1 y 2 C x 2 y 1 C x 2 y 3 C x 3 y 2 ;
.x ı y/ 3 D x 3 y 3 C .1
/.x 1 y 3 C x 3 y 1 /:
Now taking the elements x D .1; 1; 0/, y D .1; 1; 0/, z D .1; 0; 1/ we find .x ı y/ ı z D .1 C ; 6; 1 / x ı .y ı z/ D .2 2 ; 6; 2 2 C 2 /:
One can see that .x ı y/ ı z ¤ x ı .y ı z/, since .1 / D 1 has not any real solution. Hence, V .1/ 1;0; is not associative. This completes the proof.
